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The automobile industry has long since been international. In
the early 1900s Fiat and Mercedes assembled luxury cars in the
United States and Ford in Ireland and Great Britain.
Exports
with the development of the EEC, the
are not new either;
interpenetration of European markets grew: imports took
between 20% and 50% of most European markets. Import
penetration also reaches 25% in the United States.
In 1980
Toyota - which does not manufacture in the United States - is
the fourth largest seller in that market, whitst Volkswagen is
the fourth largest car manufacturer in the United States.
More recent, ill-reflected in trade or investment statistics,
and potentially as critical to the future of the auto industry
as the earlier growth of foreign investment and international
trade, is the fast integration of manufacturing
internationally. Volkswagen cars sold in the United States
are using parts which corne not only from Germany and the
United States but also from Brazil and Mexico.
Some General
Motors cars use parts from such widespread locations as
Germany, Brazil, the Philippines and Australia. Key parts for
Chryster cars are made by Volkswagen in various countries.
Volvo, Renault and Peugeot share the production of an engine
plant in France, Renault and British Leyland are likely to
coproduce gearboxes. In this paper we analyse the forces
which led to the multinational integration of manufacturing
activities in the auto industry and describe the strategic
responses of major competitors confronted with the
globalisation of their industry.

THE FORCES LEADING TO INTERNATIONALISATION OF MANUFACTURING(1)
Integrated manufacturing operations across borders enable
firms to exploit economies of scale. Economies of scale in
distribution as well as in production encouraged the evolution
to worldwide competition in the automobile industry. Factor
costs differences among countries encouraged international
trade. Finally, the convergence of product requirements among
distinct geographical markets and the adoption of free trade
policies by most governments made the internationalisation of
the industry possible. These five structural characteristics
- economies of scale in production, and in distribution,
convergence of geographical markets, differences in factor
costs and productivity and the adoption of free trade policies
- are analysed in this section.

Economies of scale in production
All estimates suggest that auto production is extremely
sensitive to economies of scale, although there are rather
wide discrepancies among available estimates.
The size of
operations needed to exhaust all significant economies of
scale is very high: 2 million similar units per year for body
stamping and casting of mechanical components, 1 million for
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machining of power train (engine and transmission parts), and
250,000 for final assembly(2). These figures apply to units
of a single type at the various stages of production.
Some
estimates are lower, however(3). Substantiel cost differences
result from economies of scille. In a very detailed study of
the body stamping operation, McGee suggests that penalties for
operating at lower than most efficient scales are
No other car manufacturing operations have
significant(4).
been studied so carefully as body stamping but some sense of
the overall impact of economies of scale can be grasped by
considering the typical variable cost breakdown of a car and
the effect on elements of the variable cost of doubling annuel
production volumes (exhibit 1).
A doubling of annuel production rates cuts total variable
costs by 8.4%, or roughly 5% of the total costs. Low unit
margins in the industry make that difference very important.
Net profit margins before taxes typically range from 2% to 5%,
and a doubling of model production rates from 250,000 to
500,000 per year, for instance, may acheive a shift from
tosses to substantiel profits.
In 1976-1977, almost every model in the European car industry
sold substantially fewer than 500,000 units. Exceptions were
the Fiat 127 (selling at a rate of 600,000 units per year),
the Volkswagen Golf, and Ford Taunus-Cortina (about 500,000
units each per year), the Ford Fiesta and Renault 5 (450,000
each per year)(5). Estimates of the production capacity, for
all models, of the major manufacturers also show that many
models were produced at volumes and rates well below the most
efficient scale (exhibit 2). Yet, as model counts are not
absolutely clear-cut - many components being common to several
models and some others specific to submodels - data on
production by model may underestimate the extent to which some
manufacturers took advantage of economies of scale.
Manufacturers differ considerably in the extent to which they
take advantage of economies of scale for major components.
Two major European manufacturers, Volkswagen and Fiat, provide
a contrast (exhibit 3).
Volkswagen's whole 1977 European
product range used only two types of manual gearboxes, and a
single type of automatic transmission. Fiat used six types of
manual gearboxes, and two automatic ones. Engines and
platforms show comparable differences:
few types at
Volkswagen, many types at Fiat. Although differences in costs
between producing a narrow and a wide range of components may
not be large for each item, cumulatively they may result in
wide cost differences. Other major companies active in Europe
fall between Volkswagen and Fiat in terms of common major
components for several models, with GM-Europe and Ford close
to Volkswagen, Renault in an intermediate position, and all
other European companies more similar to Fiat. A comparable
differentiation could be found in Japan where Nissan has
numerous types of components and Toyota much fewer.

Economies of scale in distribution
Marketing advantages may offset to some extent the costs of
missed economies of scale over a vide range of models and
components. As the growth of demand for cars in Europe
slowed, and as the customers became more demanding and
discriminating, car dealers came to play a very important rote
in increasing or maintaining the market share of individuel
brands. Consequently, as competition for market share
intensifies, a key concern of most manufacturers is that they
To gain
do not Jose their good dealers to the competition.
dealer loyalty most manufacturers developed a network of
exclusive dealerships which in turn requires a broad product
range covering all volume market segments. Car makers with a
narrow product line are therefore at a disadvantage. The need
to maintain dealers and to avoid their switching allegiance to
competition, suggests not only the need to maintain a broad
product range, but also the need to maintain separate brands
following mergers or acquisitions.
Economies of scale both in production and in distribution
impose conflicting requirements. Economies of scale in
marketing and sales and concerns over brand differentiation
create pressures for model proliferation; economies of scale
in manufacturing call for large volume production of each
model.
Taken together they make the minimum size of a
competitive volume car manufacturer very high.

Similarity among geographical markets
The evolution of the automobile industry towards worldwide
competition was accelerated by the convergence of product
specifications among geographical markets. Regulations
imposed by the U.S. Federal Government to conserve energy led
to the development of a whole new generation of U.S.
cars
comparable in size to European ones. In the meantime, within
Europe the transition from minicar (below 1000 cc) to larger
sedans (1 300 to 2 000 cc) was ont)/ slowed by the oil
crisis(*), the medium size segment (by European definition)
consequently emerged as the mainstay of both markets. This
convergence enabled imports from Europe and Japan to increase
their share of the U.S. market to over 20%. U.S. exports to
Europe did not increase much in the short run, but the U.S.
companies had plans to increase shipments from the United
States to Europe substantially. General Motors planned annuel
shipments to Europe of 100,000 units. More significantly,
General Motors decided to produce simitar cars in the United
States and Europe.
Whereas until Honda's entry in the tate
1960s, most early Japanese cars had enjoyed only limited
appeal in Europe, more modern designs began to gain popularity
in the 1970s so that Japanese imports to Europe increased
east in North West Europe from 1973 to 1978.

Very recent
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or line of market demarcation shifted to differences
ween developing countries which often require simpler,
rdier, easier to maintain vehictes than those now developed
Europe, Japan or the United States.

tor costs and productivity differences
il the 1970s, the tower labour productivity of the European
industry, in relation to the United States, had been more
n offset by tower wages. By the mid-1970s, wages in Europe
caught up to U.S. wages, but European productivity stilt
Japanese productivity had
ged considerably behind.
reased farter than Japanese relative wage tevels, giving a
ger absolute cost advantage to Japanese manufacturers over
ope and the United States (exhibit 4).
ugh direct labour represented onty about 10% of the total
t of a finished car, unit margins were so low as to give
ght savings on unit variable costs a very large impact on
er-tax profits. Thus, Europe had become much more
nerable to lower cost competition from other countries and
opean car makers saw increasing benefits in expanding
side Europe. Progress in methods of shipping vehictes (in
ticular special purpose ships used by Volkswagen, Toyota
Nissan in supplying the U.S. market) made the supply of
opean markets from lower cost countries attractive.

e Trade Policies
ce the 1920s, when Ford and General Motors started volume
orts to Europe, European markets had been closed behind
- .
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m 122% to 212%; in France quotas were imposed until 1959.
n Germany, in the tate 1920s, had closed its market to
orts(6). Various other regulations, for instance
sepower taxes, also protected local companies. Both Ford
General Motors established large manufacturing plants in
ope not to be tocked out of the markets.
tection continuel until the implementation of the European
nomic Community. European governments encouraged exports,
ticularty in the United Kingdom. In the 1960s, the EEC
mon externat tariff was reduced to 17.6% and then decreased
ther to 11% on cars and 9% on parts. Within Europe, trade
ame completely free and the norms and standards guiding
°mobile production were unified, at least for major
ponents. A few governments lagged in complete trade
eralisation. For instance, Italy imposed a special
ng to British sources the impact of this tariff, other
measures, and fiscal and monetary policies was equivalent
-2//
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purchase tax heavity stanted against imported cars and other
countries used excise taxes to penalise imports. But on the
whole, by the tate 1960s, a policy of complete free trade
within the EEC and of lori, common externat tariffs was in
effect(7). Further, in the absence of common EEC investment
control policy, MNCs were free to invest in one country or
another, according to relative factor costs or government
incentives, and serve the whote EEC market from whatever
location they had chosen.
In sum, for a variety of different reasons, the automobile
industry is characterised by intensifying worldwide
competition. The maturing and the stowing growth of the
markets in devetoped countries meant that growth for
individuat manufacturers woutd corne only through penetration
of new markets in developing countries - markets usually
controlled and regulated by governments - or through taking
customers away from other supptiers in mature markets, a
The growing homogeneity of
difficult and costly process.
markets across borders, their finer segmentation between
similar customer groups in various countries, and the fesser
costs of long distance transportation, made the development of
Once such
common products for the world market feasibte.
products were developed, econornies of scate often made their
production in a single location desirable. Changes in factor
costs, particularly in the relationship between wages and
productivity, also made the position of Europe more difficult
and gave a cost advantage to the United States, Japan and
newly develoeng countries. Firms reacted to these evolutions
in different ways.

INTEGRATION STRATEGIES
The most obvious strategic response to the evolution of the
automobile industry structural characteristics described above
is integration of operations across borders, in search of
lower cost and more efficient production to respond to the
increasingly demanding economic imperatives. Integration,
however, can take different forms according to the starting
position of the company and the economic and political
constraints on its evolution.
Multinational companies that had the necessary resources could
integrate existing operations, this being the approach
followed mainly by Ford and later by General Motors.
Strong
national companies could attempt to increase their size and
their efficiency by developing integrated multinational
operations.
This approach was fotlowed largely by Volkswagen
and Peugeot for passenger cars and IVECO and, to a certain
extent, Daimler Benz for heavy duty commercial vehicles.
Volkswagen developed its integrated network largely on its own
by pushing activities in the Americas.
Peugeot acquired
Chrysler's ailing operations in Europe and focussed its
overseas efforts on assembly in developing markets le.g.,
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Nigeria).
Companies which tacked the resources, or the international
expansion of which had been constrained by their national
character attempted to reap some of the benefits of
multinationality by cooperating with other companies but
staying well short of outright mergers. These approaches can
be called "quasi-integration" strategies and range from
limited component cross supply or joint manufacture agreements
(e.g., Chrysler using Volkswagen engines) to partial equity
control of other companies (e.g., Renault's stake in American
Motors). Integration strategies are described and analysed in
this section, quasi-integration strategies in the next
section.

Ford
In the early 1960s the backbone of Ford's European operations
was provided by Ford of Germany and Ford of Britain. These
two large companies each performed product engineering,
manufacturing, marketing and sales functions autonomously.
Their six car fines had Little component commonality.
Ford
atso had sales subsidiaries in twetve other countries which
sold products from Ford of Germany or Ford of Britian, and in
many cases from both.
To avoid confusion, Ford of Germany
cars were often sold under the Brand "Taunus", though the Ford
affiliation was atso made explicit. Though Ford's European
operations were relatively successful, Ford's top management
saw advantages to a worldwide approach very earty, with great
foresight. They were the first to recognise fully the
implications of free trade within Europe and to bet on
Britain's entry into the EEC. Ford of Europe was created in
Juty 1967 as a coordinating staff for Ford's European
operations.
Actuat implementation of integration took time.
It started
with the introduction on the continent of some of Ford of
Britain's products: the medium-sized Escort, the Transit van
and the Capri coupe. These models were manufactured both in
Germany and in the United Kingdom, some were assembled in a
plant in Ghent, Belgium. An aging Taunus product line and a
deteriorating market position made the Ford of Germany
management more responsive to Ford of Europe's coordination.
The new British-designed models helped sales in France and
Italy.
Simultaneously work started on a more ambitious scheme:
the
integration of design and engineering activities to eliminate
duplication of work and make possible European products.
Responsibility for all mechanical engineering was given to
Britian, responsibility for body engineering and design to
Germany. Joint teams were organised for all major components.
This product oriented structure cut across national
boundaries(8).
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The new 1970 Taunus
Success was not immediate, however.
Cortina car line still made allowances for national
differences and in its creation the potential benefit of joint
operations was not fully achieved. The next effort, the 1972
Consul Granada, came on the market tate, had some quality
problems, and was not as successful as expected on the market
place. The merged engineering teams were stil( learning to
It is only with the Bobcat programme, in
work together.
1973-74, that the joint design and engineering process was put
to full use (9). In the Bobcat case, advanced engineering and
concept definition took place in the United States and the car
line development was transferred to Europe in the fall of 1973
only. This simplified the coordination task, though
substantial redesign and engineering took place in Europe, to
the point that the car introduced on European markets in 1976
as the Fiesta bore Little commonatity with the one designed in
Dearborn in 1972. Full cooperation, from advanced
preprogramme work to market introduction, therefore, was
achieved only in the tate 1970s with the "Erika" programme
(the output of which is the frontwheel drive 1980 Escort) and
the "Tony" programme (to replace the Taunus Cortina with a
frontwheel drive vehicle in modet year 1982).
Without manufacturing integration, design and engineering
Ford created two
merger would remain partty ineffective.
European manufacturing divisions, one for "Power Train", the
other for "Body and Assembly". Manufacturing operations were
now able to achieve economies of scale by integrating
manufacturing operations for the various components and
finished products. In the early 1970s Ford also created major
new plants in Saartouis (Germany), Bordeaux (France) and
of
the
pattern
Exhibit 5 portrays
Valencia
(Spain).
manufacturing integration evotved for the Fiesta in 1977-78.
The general poticy was to produce only two car unes in each
plant, and in some cases (e.g., Valencia) just one, each in
large numbers. Common engineers and components were also used
on several car fines, achieving lower cost tevels based on
large volume.
Responsibility for sales and marketing remained largely
delegated to a group of national subsidiaries, but overall
marketing policies as well as short term delivery programmes
were closely coordinated among the various subsidiaries.
Beyond the three major fonctions of manufacturing, product
development, and marketing, Ford of Europe maintained staffs
for industrial relations and finance. Finance was very
centralised and closely linked to the corporate levetIndustrial relations, on the other hand, were delegated to the
national Level, in conjunction with the involved manufacturing
division (power train or body assembly). In addition to these
central staffs, overall coordination was maintained through a
set of management committees:
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1. Operating Policy Committee, to consult on general matters
of operating policy and, where appropriate, on the review
of significant plants and programmes which are not the
responsibility of other adivsory committees.

2. Project Appropriation Committee, to review ait major
project appropriation requests, including leasing projects
and product programme funding requests.

3. Product Planning Committee, to receive product plans from
the Car Strategy Committee, Truck Strategy Committee, and
Design Committee, and review them prior to obtaining
recommendations from Ford-U.S.

4. Car Strategy Committee, to develop car forward product
strategies, review and coordinate preprogramme actions,
and submit final proposais to the Product Planning and
Design Committees.

5. Truck Strategy Committee (same as car strategy for
trucks).

6. Design Committee, to review ail major appearance proposais
relating to the products of Ford of Europe markets.

7. Special Product Committee, to develop speciat product
forward strategy review and coordinate preprogramme
actions and submit final programme proposais to the
Product Planning Committee.

8. Programme Timing Committee, to review the status of
forward products, and related facilities and programmes
and the status of actions taken to correct timing
problems.

9. Programming Committee, to recommend monthly production
programme and schedules.

10. Sales Review Committee, to evaluate sales results and
performance.

11. Pricing Review Committe, to consider wholesale and retail
recommended prices.
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12. Product Reliability Committee, to review warranty and
policy objectives and performance, quality trends, Level
of customer satisfaction and other factors relating to
Identifies problems and recommends
product reliability.
plans and persans responsible to correct problems and
improve quality.

Despite these successful efforts, Ford's position was sot
quite secure. Heavy investments in the United States and the
depressed markets in Europe and the United States led to huge
tosses in 1980.
Whereas in 1979 Ford of Europe had been
profitable and had generated cash in support of U.S.
investments, by 1980 Ford of Europe, too, was registering
tosses.

General Motors
After a long period of design neglect, GM drafted a ten-year
European plan in 1973.
The objective was to capture a 15%
market share by 1985 and to specialise European operations:
all passenger car engineering to Ope in Germany, el
commercial vehicle engineering te Vauxhall in Britain(11).
Manufacturing for passenger cars would be directed from Opel,
that for commercial vehicles
from Vauxhall.
The GM
organisation in Europe would move away from the geographical
orientation (i.e., autonomous national subsidiaries) and be
organised by functions and product lines. Marketing units
would be estabtished for each brand in the various countries
and would be the first fine of contact with dealers. Sales
staff and marketing planning functions would be centralised at
the source plants, and the source plants wouid have profit and
loss responsibility for their products down to the dealer
organisation levet.
Profit responsiblity would thus shift
away from the individual national subsidiaries to the
respective source plants. With engineering, manufacturing and
marketing organised Europewide by brand and product line, all
residual functions of the GM national subsidiaries would be
performed by a new organisation called the "Administrative
Support Unit".
In the early 1970s, the part and composent manufacturing
operations, whose performance was tagging, had been integrated
first under the management of a separate subsidiary, GM Ltd in
London. Between 1975 and 1977 the Belgian assembly operations
were brought under Opel management, and in 1977-78 Vauxhall
was split in two divisions: passenger cars and commercial
vehicles. The organisation of the car division was made to
parallel that of Opel, so that there would be direct
counterparts in the two organisations. European coordination
staffs were built up in London. Formerly autonomous sales
subsidiaries became part of a matrix structure where the
individual brands could play a leading rote. Simultaneously,

ningnam, wriu HOU 11COUCU GUICWVOH VUZIOLIVHO OOO pgumuivu tu
age the whole of GM's overseas operations. In cooperation
h GM's top management he decided to apply the concept of
ionalisation and integration to the whole of GM00 and
lve towards "wortd car" concepts, i.e., a similar car line
To make such an approach
all markets in the world.
sible, however, management processes had to be changed
ensively. A tradition of subsidiary autonomy,
paratively weak central staffs and, in some cases,
atively primitive management systems made immediate
peration impossible. A new planning process was
lemented in 1976-78, bringing clear cooperation among the
ious GM units and deeper longer— term strategic thinking to
subsidiaries(12). GM00 staffs were moved from New York to
roit and subsequently merged into their domestic functional
nterparts to make cooperation between domestic U.S.
isions and foreign subsidiaries easier. New products were
ineered in "Product Centres" to which various divisions and
sidiaries cooperated. GM's first world car, coded "J" car,
designed in a multinational project centre involving
sidiaries in Europe, Japan, Australia, Brazil, the
lippines, South Africa, Canada and the United States.
The
car line is to be introduced between 1981 and 1985 in ail
se markets and will be made available te export markets
Manufacturing processes and sourcing patterns for
ewhere.
ts and components are also to involve all these
sidiaries.
To facilitate such multinational cooperation
O's major subsidiaries were elevated to full divisional
tus starting with Opel and Vauxhall in 1978, with GM do
zil and GM Holding in Australia following soon thereafter.
se subsidiaries are now on the same footing within the
poration as major car or component divisions in the United
tes, such as Chevrolet, Pontiac or Fisher Body. Space
itations prevent the full anat. ysis of GM's administrative
managerial changes to be made here; they are summarised
chronological order in exhibit and more detailed accounts
e been presented etsewhere(12).
lowing these changes, GM committed massive resources to the
First, a new smalt car (GM's first entry in
strategy.
t market(*)) was devetoped by Opel 1-Dr introduction in
ope in 1982. Second, major new investments were committed
Spain and Austria to manufacture this new small car and to
vide component and assembly capacity for the new "J" car.
took over part of Chyrsler's Latin American operations and
anded its operations in Brazil and Australia to prepare for
"J" car. In both these countries GM negotiated with the
ernment to be authorised to offset car imports with
ponent exports. Traditionally these countries had imposed
est setf—contained manufacturing by demanding high levels
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such models as the R5, the Fiesta or the Flat 133 in Europe and to
e Japanese imports in the United States.
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"Talbot") and comptetely distinct dealer networks. Yet, major
components would be produced in common. Also, some components
would become interchangeable. For instance, in 1976 Citroen
started to self a Peugeot designed car equipped with a Citroen
air-cooted engins. The integration of component production,
over time, was expected to lead to significant plant ctosures
and redundancies(14). According to its top management, the
new group had twice too many plants and determined to close
some down.
Employment at the ex-Chrysler operations was
immediately trimmed by 3,000 (out of a total of 88,000).
Plant ctosures were announced in France.
The major issue
remained however, the strife-plagued Linwood plant in
Scotland. Chryster had never been able to operate this
isotated plant efficiently, and considered closing it down in
1975. With political outcries in Scotland, it was saved (15).
Peugeot finalty decided, in 1981, to close it down(16).
A further weakness for Peugeot was its aging product range
with few attractive models in the small car market segments
which came to be the mainstay of the European market during
the 1979-1980 economic recession in Europe.
To speed up integration Peugeot quickty installed a central
corporate structure te merge the three operations(17).
Operations were split between components and car fines and the
plants from the various brands regrouped (see exhibitED.
Despite these efforts, the integration of Chrysler operations
was relatively slow.
Social and political hostility to the
closing down of plants in arecs already depressed (such as
North Eastern France) further compticated the rationalisation
and integration process. Other new investments had to be
postponed.
Yet, assuming Peugeot can successfully integrate the
ex-Chrysler operations and rationalise its model range and
components production, it is the test placed European
competitor to resist the offensive of efficiently produced
"world cars" from Ford, GM and Japanese supptiers.
For commercial vehicles, only Fiat, with its IVECO venture
developed a multinational integration strategy. Created in
1973, IVECO regrouped Fiat's Italian truck making operations,
a Fiat subsidiary in France, Unic, and Klockner Humboldt
Deutz's truck operations in Germany. Between 1974 and 1977 a
simplified common product line was engineered and introduced
and plants were specialised so as to minimise duplications.
Marketing, sales, service and part supply operations in
various countries were also rationalised and streamtined.
Major investment programmes were carried out to modernise
factoriel and automate production of components..
Alter a
relatively unsuccessfut attempt at managing operations through
a country-function matrix structure, IVECO, adopted in 1979 a
Europewide functional structure. Space limitations prevent a
full analysis of IVECO, but this is available elsewhere (18).
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Renault's industrial vehicles subsidiary (RVI) started to
emulate IVECO in 1980-81 with the acquisition of an equity
position in Mack in the United States and a joint venture with
Peugeot to integrate the Dodge European truck operations into
RVI (these operations were part of Chrysler's European
activities sold to Peugeot in 1979).

QUASI-INTEGRATION STRATEGIES
Short of rationalising already existing operations into an
integrated network (e.g., Ford, General Motors) building such
a network (e.g., Volkswagen) or devetoping one through mergers
(e.g., Peugeot-Citroen-Talbot), other car makers with
significant European operations have tried to gain some of the
benefits of integration without committing themselves to full
integration. Most national competitors in Europe developed a
growing web of agreements and alliances with competitors or
suppliers. The common goal of these alliances was to take
advantage of economies of scale.
Most such alliances involved joint manufacturing, such as the
Societe Franco-Suedoise de Moteurs producing two-litre engines
for Volvo, Renault and Peugeot. Each of these companies taken
separately did not have enough volume to justify an efficient
engine plant; but together they did. Small cars assembled by
received mechanicat components from
Chrysler in the U.S.
Other U.S.
Votkswagen, Mitsubishi and Peugeot-Citroen.
companies supplied parts from European and Japanese suppliers
(see exhibit7). In the commercial vehicle business, several
companies had pooled their interest to develop a common
medium-sized truck. The agreement was known as "Club 4".
Numerous other examples of such cooperative agreements could
be cited; they all represented efforts by manufacturers to
pool their resources and their needs to produce components
efficiently.
More ambitions strategies were aimed at exploiting
distribution economies of scale.
Renault, which had tried
several times with only modest success to penetrate the U.S.
market on its own, allied with American Motors Corp. (AMC) to
distribute selected Renault cars in the United States and
AMC's Jeep line of four-wheel drive vehicles in Europe. It
was expected that by 1983, a derivative of the Renault R18
might be produced in the United States, possibly at a volume
of 200,000 per year, with a mix of imported and U.S.
made
parts and components. Renault, with only 320 dealers in the
United States, hoped the agreement with AMC could boost its
U.S. sales of other models substantially(19).
Another move of a similar nature was made between Honda and
British Leyland (BL). Honda was licensing its medium
two-litre "Prelude" car to BL in Europe. The car was to be
manufactured by BL for sales in Europe and by Honda for sales
in the Far East and the United States.
BL, with an aging
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model range and few resources to develop a new one, stood to
gain a lot from the deal: a new, successful model when it is
most needed. To Honda, the BL deal was a way to penetrate the
European market without having to set up its own extensive
It also enabled Honda to circumvent many of
dealer network.
the adverse reactions surrounding the rapid market share
growth of Japanese importera in the United Kingdom. This
growth had been of such concern to the British government that
it negotiated a "voluntary restreint" agreement with the
Japanese government to limit the growth of Japanese imports.
Teaming up with British Leyland vas a way for Honda to enter
the British market on a large scale and still appear to make a
contribution to the local industry. Such alliances as that
between AMC and Renault, or BL and Honda, can be particularty
usefut for companies not yet effective in competing globally.
It overcomes a major barrier to rapîd entry by giving them
quick access to a new market through an existing dealer
network. It also increases their car fine production volumes.
Such alliances can also fill in gaps in product ranges quickly
and at a low cost.
Outright transnational mergers have also taken place, with
The most significant was the
varying degrees of success.
creation of the Industrial Vehicles Corporation (IVECO).
The
IVECO merger brought a substantiel rationalisation of the
product line and integration of manufacturing activities.
Although the full benefits of such an effort do not become
fulty evident for years, early increases in labour
productivity clearly pointed to substantiel benefits. The
merger of Volvo in Sweden with DAF (marketed as the Volvo 343)
vas a hastily and poorly designed product that faced numerous
manufacturing snags(20). Furthermore, Volvo and DAF had very
different operating patterns and traditions differences
between their respective approaches to manufacturing methods.
Foltowing this unsuccessful merger, Volvo's car division
started to cooperate more narrowty with Renault.
Typically,
most pressures for rationalisation and integration were fett
by smaller, marginal producers in the wcrtdwide auto industry,
those with precious Little resources and Little time to
implement mergers sucessfully.
The second-tier Japanese companies
small producers in
comparison with Toyota and Nissan or larger European companies
- had taken an intermediate position between distribution or
license production agreements (a la Honda) and full merger
with a foreign company. Each of them teamed up with a U.S.
multinational.
Isuzu (about 43% GM-owned) supplied light
pick-up trucks and other smalt vehictes to GM, and distributed
GM cars in Japan.
With the development of "world cars" GM
expected Isuzu to become more closely integrated into GM's
operations.
In 1979, Ford had taken a 25% equity interest in
Toyo Kogyo with whom it had long standing technical
cooperation agreements.
Ford also expected to bring Toyo
Kogyo more closely into its international production network.
Finally, Chrysler had a minority-owned joint venture with
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Mitsubishi to manufacture smatt cars. These cars were sold by
Mitsubishi in a number of Asian markets and under the Dodge
Chrysler owned 35
brand by Chrysler in the United States.
percent of the joint venture. In 1979, Chrysler - short of
cash - sold its Austratian subsidiary to Mitsubishi since
Mitsubishi also took over the distribution of its cars in
Latin America from Chrysler when Chrysler sold severat
subsidiaries to other manufacturers.
Such quasi-integration strategies as those described in the
above examples were expected to continue through the
Such
multiplication of interfirm agreements on components.
agreements were expected to involve mostty the second tier of
Renault, Fiat, British Leytand, and the
European firms:
In 1979 Renault and BL were
Scandinavian producers.
negotiating on the possible joint manufacture of components
for their new mini cars to be introduced in 1982-83. In
general, strategic moves in the truck segment of the auto
industry paralleled these in the car segment(21). Both moves
to produce components jointly and to gain access to
distribution networks, (mainly in the United States through
agreement such as these between Mack and Renault Vehicules
Industriels (RVI) venture with Rockwell for the manufacture of
axles, and a plan to produce jointly transmission with Daimler
Benz was frustrated only by the German cartel administration
which saw in it an attempt to monopolise the German truck
market(22). Quasi-integration strategies and the pressures of
economies of scale could also result in a shift in the
boundary between the car industry and the automotive component
industry(23). It was expected that vertical integration would
decrease, i.e., that volume car makers would buy as many
standard components from large volume externat suppliers as
they could rather than manufacture them(24).
The major concern of all the quasi-integration strategies was
to gain quickly some of the benefits of the integration, at a
low cost, white preserving the firm's autonomy, and avoiding
the administrative and managerial difficulties and
Since only
uncertainties involved in fully-fiedged mergers.
national champions survived the waves of national mergers in
the 1960s, further mergers would have to be transnational.
Managers of car companies balked at the ides of such mergers
because of their political sensitivity(25), and because the
record of transnational mergers in other industries was far
from successful (26).
Quasi-integration through specific piecemeal deals between car
makers preserve the independence and the national character of
each partner and make transnational mergers less necessary.
They probabty provide the means for comparatively smatt
companies to survive in a difficult environment where cost
pressures are increasing. They also ailow the maintenance of
national production capacities and, through increased
automation for targe volume production, decrease the pressures
for relocation in low factor costs countries.

orld automobile industry is in a state of rapid
taon in which multinationality is taking on a new
ion with the intégration of manufacturing networks on a
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Exhibit 1

Sensitivity of car variable manufacturing costs to scale
Major operations

cost
(as percentage of
total variable cost)

sensitivity to scale*

15%

-15%

7%

-15%

Axles

10%

-10%

Other mechanical parts

12%

-10%

Body stamping

8%

-30%

Body assembly

10%

-5%

Accessories and seats

11%

Negligible

Final assembly/painting

27%

Negligible

Engine mfg.
Gearboxes

*

Average unit percentage cost decrease generated by a doubling of annual
production volumes of one model, in the 200,000 to 500,000 units per year
range.

Source: compiled by author from various industry experts' interviews.

Exhibit 2

Effective Production Capacity for Passenger Cars

Production capacity
(million units/year)
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Sources: compiled by the author from Euroeconomics Report (Note #2),
various industry statistics and data from individual manufacturers.
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** 500,000 units per model line per year (average)

Exhibit 3
VOLKSWAGEN (1976) 8 models
Platforms
.
Beetle
.
Polo/Audi 50
Golf/Rabbit/Scirocco
.
. Passat/Dasher/Audi 80
.
Audi 100

.
:.
;
'
a

I

I

%

Gearboxes
Beetle
.
. Golf/Rabbit
Scirocco
.
. Passat/Dasher
Polo/Audi 50
.
.
Audi 80
.
Audi 100
Engines
.
Beetle
Golf/Rabbit
.
Scirocco
.
Passat/Dasher
.
.
Polo/Audi 50
.
Audi 80
.
Audi 100

•
.
:
.
.

I t
fi
t .
,
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.,
6
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,
:
L
11

1

Platform types :5
(including the Beetle being
phased-out from European
production)
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1 automatic
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FIAT (1976) 10 models
Platforms
.
126
.
127
128
.
.
X1/9
131
.
.
132
.
130
.
A112
.
BETA
GAMMA
.
Gearboxes
.
126
.
127
.
128
.
X1/9
. 1321
3
.
1
.
130
.
A112
.
BETA
.
GAMMA
Engines
.
126
.
127
.
128
.
X1/9
.
131
.
132
.
130
.
A112
.
BETA
.
GAMMA
Source: Various industry exports
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Exhibit 4
Vehicles Produced per Employee, per Year
1955

1965

1973

United States

11.1

13.9

14.9

United Kingdom

4.2

5.8

5.1

Germany

3.9

7.1

7.3

France

3.6

6.1

6.8

Italy

3.0

7.4

6.8

Japan

1.2

4.4

12.2

Note: Figures based on total employment (including clerical staff) in the
automobile industry, including components and parts suppliers; output
adjusted to reflect differences in product mix (a) between cars, and
(b) between cars and commercial vehicles. Does not take into account
differences between countries in the relative proportion of component
imports/exports.
Source: Quoted in the Central Policy Review Staff The Future of the British
Car Industry (London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1975), p. 80.

Average relative wage levels in the automobile industry*
(Index, United States = 100)
1975

1980

United Kingdom

41

55

Germany

80

103

France

54

70

Italy

54

67

Japan

37

48

Note: Total compensation per hour worked.
Source: U.S. Department of Labor.

Exhibit 5
Integration Pattern of Ford of Europe for Fiesta Car Line

DAGENHAM
(United Kingdom)
450/day

01.6

SAARLOUIS
(Germany)
1,100/day

litre engines (300)

Q sheet metal (450)
large parts

sheet metal, ail parts (1100)
m transaxles and transmission (1100)
m.engines (1100)

•1117 cc engines (150)
sheet metal (450)
• small parts
1

transaxles and
transmissions (450)
3ORDEAUX
(France)
transaxles (2650)
transmissions (2650:

transaxles and transmission,
(1100)
ALMUSAFES
(Spain)
1,100/dayy
sheet metal (1100)
(large parts)
sheet metals (1550:
(small parts)
engines (2350;

D

Assembly plants

Q Componets and parts plants
Flows of components
Note: Ail figures between parentheses indicate daily production capacity.
Source: Ford Motor Company. For more detail on Ford of Europe see Ford
Bobcat cases (Al, A2, B, C, D). Availabie from Intercollegiate
Case Clearing House, Boston (ICCH #4-380-093, #4-380-099, #4-380-100,
#4-380-101, #4-380-102).

Exhibit 6
The Peugeot Structure

P.S.A. PEUGEOT-CITROËN
DIRECTOIRE

M. CHASSEPOT
Conseiller.
contrôle
des *aciérée
inanciines

• M. PARAYRE
• M. P. PEUGEOT
• M. DE PINS

41

M. TAYLOR
Conseiller
aux affairer
internationale*

L'ÉTAT-MAJOR
DU GROUPE

5 DIRECTIONS FONCTIONNELLES
RELATIONS EXTÉRIEURES DIRECTION FINANCIÈRE BIRECTioN JURIDIQUE

M. GROLLEMUND.
0

M. RAPILLY

M. MASSON

INFORMATIQUE,
TÉLÉCOMMUNICATIONS, SECRÉTARIAT GÉNÉRAL
AUTOMATISMES

M. KRAUTTER
opersavard

(55 personnes{,

MO personnes)

115 personnin1

M. DE PINS
IE personnes;

COMITÉ PERMANENT'',

' 2 DIRECTIONS OPÉRATIONNELLES

AUTOMOSILE
• M. PARAYRE
• M. PASTEUR
• Présidents des dirictoires
des 3 sociétés
COMITÉ ÉTUDES AUTQMOIPLES

• M. PASTEUR
•• M. GROSSEAU
• 3 membres des dpectolrea
des sociétés autranobilee

SOCIÉTÉS
AUTOMOBILES

• PEUGEOT
• CITROËN
• CHRYSLERFRANCE
(TALBOT)

L.

DIRECTION

DIRECTION DE LA DIVISION

DE LA DIVISION AUTOMOBILE

DES ACTIVITÉS MÉCANIQUES
ET DE SERVICES

M. PASTEUR

M. FLEURY

COMITÉ INDUSTRIEL
• M. PASTEUR

(75 personnes,

• M. CHOULET
• 3 membres des directoire*
des sociétés eatognobiles
COMITÉ PLANS ET PRODUITS
• M. PASTEUR
• M. GONZALÈS
• 3 membres des directoires
des sociétés automobiles

DIRECTION DES PLANS
ET PRODUITS

M. GONTALES
• Définition des gammes Ce produit,
• Mise en turne des éon
long terme du grau*
• Etudes économiques çeèrales
• Synthèse des aspects carnmerciaux,
industries. technique
et économiques

DIRECTION
TECHNIQUE
M.

GROSSEAU

• Fonction Études et Recherches
• Définition de l'architecture
generale des véhicule
• Elaboration et politique
d'organes connue :
standardisation des élément!
• Coordination des moyens d'essais
et de Laboratoires
• Groupes d'organe
• Synthèse véhicule

DIRECTION
INDUSTRIELLE

SERVICE
PLANS ET PRODUITS

SERVICE
INDUSTRIEL

M. CHOULET
• Prépare et applique
la politique industriene ou groupe
• Coordonne l'élaboration
des plans d'investisSementS
et en sun l'exécution
• Assure la répartition des
fabrications entre :
— Stes automobiles :
—.Filiales du groupe
— Fournisseurs extérieur%

• Coopére à l'élaboration
des plans à moyen el long terne

• tiannonisation des programmto
d'études.

— Produit*:
— Volumes de Modelle:

• RePettniee des fabrication
de Pièces automobile

— trwestiesemente

• Étion des troyens de otonfain.

— Résuftets prévision*.

• Préparation et contrée
des investissements
des butome pue

4
sociÉes AUTOMOBILES

FILIALES
(mécanique, Nensports. services, sans les sociétés financières,

Exhibit 7

FOREIGN SOURCING - RECENTLY-ANNOUNCED COMMITMENTS BY U.S. AUTOMOBILE
MANUFACTURERS TO PURCHASE FOREIGN-MADE COMPONENTS
FOR USE IN DOMESTIC VENICLES PRODUCTION
Automobile
Manufacturer
LM.

Ford

Chrysler

Description of
Comportent

Inttnded Use

Manufacturing
Source

Aporoximate
Number of
Comoonents

Period

4400 ,000/Yeer

1982-

2.8 liter Y-8

Cars

CM de Mexico

2.0 liter L-4
mità transmission

Mei trucks

Isuzu (Jeun)

100,000/year

1981 -

1.8 liter diesel L-4

Càeyette

Isuzu (Japan)

small numbers

1982-

1.8 liter L-4

J-car

CM de Brazil

250,000/year

1979 -

THM 180 automatic
transmission

Cheyettt

CM Strasbourg
(France)

--250,000/year

1979 -

2.2 liter L-4

Cars

Ford-Mexico

4400,000/Year

1983-

Diesel L-4

Cars

Toyo Kogyo

150,000/yeer

1983-

2.0 liter L-4

Mint trucks

Toyo Kogyo

4100,000/Ygir

1982-

2.3 liter L-4

Cars

Ford de Brazil

...50,000/vear

1979 -

Diesel 6 cyl.

Cars

8MW/Stegr

100,000/year

1983 -

Turb,-diese1/4 cyl.

Cars

8MW/Steoer

-

1985 -

Manuel transaxles

Front Disc Cars

Toyo Koqyo

100,000/year

1980 -

Aluminum Cylinder
heads

1.6 liter L-4

Eurone, Mexico

-

1980 -

Electronic Engine
control devices

Cars

Toshiba

100,00n+/year

1978-

8411 Joints

Cars

Musashi Selmibu

L-6 and Y-8 enaines

cars

Chrysler de Mexico

4100,000/year

early 1970's

2.2 Liter L-4

K-body

Chrysler de Mexico

<270,000/Yeer

1981

2.6 Liter L-4

K-body

Mitsubishi

1 Million

1981-85

1.7 Liter L-4

L-body (Omri)

Volkswaoen

1.2 Million

1978-82

1.6 Liter L-4

L-body

Talbot (Peugeot)

400,000 total

1982-84

2.0 Liter Diesel V-6

K -body

Peugeot

100,000/yeer

1982-

1.4 Liter L-4

A-body (Omri

Mitsubishi

300,000/year

1984-

1,000,000/year

1980-1984

replacement)
Alumine Cylinder
Neads

2.2 liter L-4

Flat

AMC

Car comronents and
power train

AMC-Renault

Renault ln France
and Mexico

300,000/year

1982-

VW of America

Radiators, Stamoings

Rabbit

Vil de Mexico

250.000/year

1979-

L-4 diesel and qas

Cars

VW de Mexico

300,000 +/yeer

1982-

SOURCES: Compiled from Automotive News, Ward's Enaine Uodate, Ward's Automotive Report,
American Metal Market, Detroit Free Press, and Japan Economic Journal.

